
1 2 3 Comments

Janice Wenkoff Its bold, fun and eye catching

Alex MacK I’ve seen too many polka dot installs.

Kelli Rans I believe it will hold up best to fading and chipping and general aging

Kellie Wright

Dana Weatley

Elise Konoff Good use of logo shape and colours. Would love to see the actual logo incorporated too (like in #3)

Karen Perl-Pollard I like this suggestion. Part of the reason I like 3 is the logo.

Crystal Thomson-Dick Appealing, modern and fun

Stacey Williams-Ngai My new vote is for Mark’s with Natasha’s idea of the community “NH” symbol incorporated like Elise Konoff suggested!

Katie Mikalson I really like that idea too!

Gil Ngai Great idea Elise. A combination of 1 & 3 would look great.

Olga Koval-Kalin It is fun and fits the overall space.

Makayla Maureen

Ashleigh Pressey It’s a simple, clean design

Judy Bergeson

Ang DH

Martina James

Jill Gowsell Vargo

Jesse Fowlis

Mina Lollo Really Nice

Kristen Alphonso

Jessica Conlin

Julie Arvidson

Jenny MacKinnon Looks Awesome

Carla Christie Maybe if it had a few NH here and there inside the design

Stephen Peasley

Gabi Hartmann

Amanda Valvasori

Whitney Clare-Brett

Dewi Wood

Carol Poon It’s similar in shape as the logo and uses the same colours

Grant Howarth

Tanya Brianne

Shauna Mae Hartsook

Allison Murray Maybe incorporate a big NH like in #3 half way along the path

Colanne Lynch-Kalanuk

Guy Parsons

Kent Toth  I love the pageantry of #1, it harkens to the linking of arms within a community bringing us all together as one.

John R. Arbuthnott

Willie Vaderland Colors same as your logo. The design gives you the feeling of good flow of a path. 

Shane Straub colours match the logo, nice repetition

Deborah Boksteyn it’s more whimsical and not repetitive in the same way - there’s an element of exploration and new images and if we are encouraging the kids (and others) to be safe and use this path it should be interesting...

Diane Smart Being right by the school I agree with the reasoning as noted above by Deborah. I agree Whimsical is good for beside an elementary school and help encourage the kids to use it to get to school safe.

Michelle Belanger

Celina Baharally

Quarry Hellpepper Would look so cool riding down

Chris Gervais

Mark Evans If these designs help & not hinder people with a sight disability they are a good idea.

Lynda Hill Greuel I like all three incorporating North Haven colours. My preference is design #2 for the boldness and simplicity of the design!!

Kaleigh Goehringer

Brandy Hasselback

Luann Jones

Ben Walsh

Mark Langenbacher

Dale Kwong I think #1 is best since it is simple and easy to see for both drivers and bikers. Number 2 seems like it would be harder to see cyclists on, it's so cluttered and busy!

Dan Chilton

Erin B

Ambreen Mukaddam

Kendra Anderson

Stephanie Hart

Chris Hilton

Troy Dick I agree with Allison's comment my vote is for #1 but incorporate the North Haven logo into one of the shapes either in the middle or at both ends. Good job everyone who submitted 

Donna Sabo I like all three but my pick is #1. I like the NH colours in the interlocking design

Margaret Grant I've been running on the lane, it's lovely!

Kordel Anderson

Ana Grand

Lynette Nagel

Jennifer Moar
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Aysia Jane Simple and not particularly intrusive

Amy Lee

Heather Hurl It has great visual impact. I would also like to see the north haven logo incorporated!

Annemarie Mickelson

Lucas Van Boeschoten Attractive but not too busy.

Linda Schneider

Miranda Bridgewater

Steve Seeley

Jordon Mowbray

Maureen Hust

Brenda Armstrong

Jackie Bourgaize it suggests communication and interaction which implies strength. Echos colours and look of our great logo. With logo incorporated 

Curtis Wilson

Stephen Senft

Renée Bellavance

Craig Bedard

Andrew Buniston

Lynda Tauscher I prefer option two because it is more colorful. Option one seems to have an hypnotic effect. I find option three too busy, therefore the design doesn’t have as much of an impact from a distance.

Tom Malaher Option 2: simple and colorful. Option 1 is far too visually distracting for a moving cyclist; I think it would throw me off balance. Option 3, while it is pretty, and might make a good mural, is too complex for a bike path.
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